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KCI Cotransport Activity in Light versus Dense Transferrin Receptor-positive
Sickle ReticulQcytes
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Abstract

A subset of sickle cells becomes K '-depleted and dehydrated
before or soon after leaving the bone marrow. These young
cells may be identified in blood as transferrin receptor-
positive (TfR+) dense reticulocytes. KCI cotransport, which
is normally active in young erythroid cells with a maximum
at pH 6.8, is a candidate pathway for K+ depletion of sickle
reticulocytes. In this investigation, KCI cotransport activity
was evaluated in young, TfR+ cells which had become dense
in vivo and in age-matched cells which had retained normal
hydration. Sickle erythrocytes were first separated into
three primary density fractions, with care taken to preserve
the in vivo hydration state. After normalization of intracel-
lular hemoglobin concentration with nystatin, the cells were
incubated at 370C for 20 min at pH 6.8 and 7.4. Before and
after incubation, each primary fraction was separated into
four secondary density fractions. The percentage of TfR+
cells in each secondary fraction was measured and a density
distribution for TfR+ cells was determined for each pri-
mary fraction before and after incubation. The density shift
during incubation was a measure of KCI cotransport. TfR+
cells from the denser primary fractions II and mhad sig-
nificantly more density shift than TfR+ cells from the light
fraction I. Although the shifts were larger at low pH, differ-
ences between primary fractions were also observed at pH
7.4. These data indicate that the cells which become dense
quickly in vivo have more KCI cotransport activity than
those which remain light in vivo, and support this pathway
as a primary mechanism for dehydration of young sickle
cells. (J. Clin. Invest. 1995. 95:2573-2580.) Key words:
sickle cell anemia - potassium * erythrocyte * reticulocyte-
transferrin receptor

Introduction

An important element in the pathophysiology of sickle cell
disease is the presence of dense, dehydrated red blood cells
(RBC).' These cells exhibit a wide range of rheologic, morpho-
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1. Abbreviations used in this paper: DIOA, ([dihydroindenyl]-
oxy)alkanoic acid; DS, density score; HbF, fetal hemoglobin; MCHC,
mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration; RBC, red blood cells; TfR,
transferrin receptor; WBC, white blood cells.

logic, and membrane abnormalities (1), and their higher intra-
cellular hemogJobin concentration greatly favors the formation
of sickle hemoglobin (HbS) polymer (2, 3). Included in this
population are cells which became abnormally dense either be-
fore or soon after release from the bone marrow, as indicated
by the presence of reticulum and transferrin receptors (TfR)
(4). Dense TfR+ sickle cells contain little or no fetal hemoglo-
bin (HbF) and are markedly K-depleted (4). However, the
dehydration pathway (s) responsible for their formation in vivo,
and their contribution to the hemolytic and vasocclusive aspects
of sickle cell disease, are poorly understood.

The possible routes for K efflux from young sickle cells
include KC1 cotransport and the deoxygenation- and Ca-depen-
dent pathways (5). Lew et al. (6) have proposed a complex
series of cellular events initiated by a deoxygenation-induced
leak of Ca into reticulocytes, followed by Ca-dependent K ef-
flux, intracellular acidification, and finally activation of KCl
cotransport. This model is based on the in vitro requirements
for deoxygenation and Ca++ to induce dehydration of light
reticuloctyes, as well as the pH-dependent KCl cotransport ac-
tivity of young cells (7).

Many studies have examined the cation transport properties
of density fractionated sickle cells. However, since each fraction
is heterogeneous with respect to age, interpretation is compli-
cated by the presence of maturation-dependent transport path-
ways, especially KCl cotransport. It has been possible to study
reticulocyte-enriched light cells, but this fraction may contain
both "fast track" cells (for which insufficient time had elapsed
to become dense) and cells with relatively stable hydration.
Since reticulocytes comprise only a small percentage of the
denser fractions, it is more difficult to study the properties of
young cells which became dense in vivo. In particular, it is of
interest whether KCl cotransport activity is greater or more
readily activated in the dense young cells compared to the light
young cells.

In this investigation, RBCwere separated into three frac-
tions corresponding to their in vivo density. Each fraction was
incubated under the appropriate conditions in the presence of
nystatin, so that all postnystatin mean corpuscular hemoglobin
concentration (MCHC) values were equivalent. Next, the frac-
tions were incubated at either pH 7.4 or at lower pH values
known to activate K + efflux through the KCl cotransport path-
way. After activation, the cells were separated into four density
fractions and the number of TfR+ cells in each fraction was
determined by flow cytometry. TfR+ cells which were dense
in vivo had a greater tendency to become dense in vitro after
rehydration and low pH activation of KCl cotransport. At pH
7.4 there was no tendency for the TfR+ cells which had been
light in vivo to change density, but even under these conditions
there was a small, but significant, increase in the density of
TfR+ cells which had been dense in vivo.

Methods
Buffers (mM). PBSKG(134 NaCl, 5 KCl, 1.4 NaH2PO4, 8.6 Na2HPO4,
11 glucose, pH 7.4, 290-295 mOsm/kg); HBK (140 KCl, 20 Hepes,
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0.1 EDTA, 10 glucose, pH 7.4 at 37"C, 290-300 mOsm/kg); HBIS
( 135 NaCl, 20 Hepes, 5 KCl, 1 Na2HPO4, 1 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 10 glucose,
290-300 mOsnL/kg, pH as required), HBIN (same as HBIS except C1-
replaced with NO3-'). For Hepes buffers, the pH given in the text is
the value at 37"C.

Blood collection. Informed consent was obtained under a protocol
approved by the University of Cincinnati Institutional Review Board
and blood was drawn into heparinized vacutainers. Subjects (genotype

3S/',lS) had not been transfused for at least 4 mo and were clinically
stable. Blood was kept on ice during transport and processing was started
within 2 h of phlebotomy.

Primary density fractionation. RBC were washed three times in
cold PBSKG(5 min, 4"C, 1,500 g) and resuspended to 33% hematocrit
in the same buffer. A stock stractan (arabinogalactan; Sigma Chemical
Co., St. Louis, MO) solution was prepared by the method of Corash et
al. (8) as modified by Clark et al. (9), and diluted with PBSKGto give
the desired densities. Three-layer discontinuous stractan gradients (3.5
ml/layer) were prepared by sequential underlayering in 1.4 X 8.9 cm
polyallomer tubes. The following densities were used: 1.073, 1.081 or
1.083,1.094 g/cm3. The washed RBCsuspension (1.5 ml) was layered
on top of the gradient and the tubes were spun at 20,000 rpm for 45
min in a Ti4l (Beckman Instruments, Palo Alto, CA) rotor at 22TC.
The interface between the buffer and the 1.073 layer, which contained
only white blood cells (WBC) and/or platelets, was discarded. Three
primary density fractions were isolated; I: 1.081/1.083 2 p 2 1.073,
II: 1.094 2 p 2 1.081/1.083, and Ill: p > 1.094. After dilution with
excess cold PBSKG, each fraction was washed three times with cold
PBSKGand the number of RBCin each fraction was counted (CBC5;
Coulter Electronics Inc., Hialeah, FL).

Nystatin treatment. Because it was essential to conduct the density
shift experiments on cells with equivalent MCHCand K+ concentra-
tions, cells were treated with nystatin to adjust cellular K+ content.
Theoretically, the MCHCachieved after permeabilization of the cell by
nystatin should be a function of external cation (permeant species) and
sucrose (impermeant species), and the cellular content of impermeant
solutes such as organic phosphates and glutathione (10). When the
different cell fractions were treated with nystatin in the same buffer
(HBK + 25 mMsucrose), the resultant MCHCvalues were not the
same (fraction I MCHCremained lower and fraction III MCHChigher
than fraction II MCHC), presumably because of differences among the
fractions in cellular organic phosphates or other impermeant species.
Therefore, to produce equivalent final MCHCvalues, it was necessary
to formulate the nystatin treatment solutions differently for the three
fractions. To this end, additional sucrose was added to fraction I and
additional KCl to fraction III, in amounts which were determined empiri-
cally as: fraction I: HBK + 50 mMsucrose; fraction II: HBK + 25
mMsucrose; fraction mI: HBK+ 25 mMsucrose + 50 mMKCl.

Before nystatin treatment an aliquot of cells was washed in HBIS,
and a spun hematocrit and OD^w were measured for calculation of the
prenystatin MCHC. Treatment flasks were prepared in which 4 ml of
the appropriate treatment buffer were mixed with 4.44 /1 of nystatin
stock (30 mg/ml in DMSO,Sigma Chemical Co.) at 37°C, then placed
on ice. 80 /4 of RBCfrom each primary fraction were washed once in
the corresponding treatment buffer, resuspended to 400 /l, and trans-
ferred to the appropriate treatment flask. The three mixtures were incu-
bated for 20 min on ice with occasional swirling. After the incubation,
the cells were transferred to 15-ml tubes, brought to room temperature,
and washed seven times with the appropriate treatment buffer to which
1 mg/ml BSA was added. The washed cells were adjusted to - 40%
hematocrit and placed on ice.

KCI cotransport activation. Just before activation, each primary
fraction was washed twice in ice-cold HBIS 7.4 containing 1 mg/ml
BSA, and resuspended to 40% hematocrit. In some experiments, the
primary fractions were aliquotted and washed in either HBIS 7.4/BSA
or HBIN 7.4/BSA. A spun hematocrit and ODmowas obtained and the
postnystatin MCHCcalculated for each primary fraction.

1 ml of each incubation medium (e.g., HBIS 7.4/BSA and HBIS
6.8/BSA) was prewarmed to 37"C in 1.5-ml conical tubes. In some
experiments, 0.1 mM([dihydroindenyl]oxy)alkanoic acid (DIOA) was

added to selected incubations as a specific inhibitor of KCl cotransport
(11). 50 Al of cell suspension for each primary fraction was added to
each incubation medium (20 Al cells, final 2%hematocrit) to start the
37"C activation incubation. After 20 min, the cell suspensions were
transferred to 14 ml of ice-cold HBIS 7.4. In experiments in which cells
were incubated in HBIN, the first postincubation wash was in cold
HBIN 7.4 and the remaining washes in HBIS 7.4. After two washes,
the cells were transferred to 1.5-ml conical tubes and the hematocrits
adjusted to 40%.

Secondary density fractionation. Discontinuous stractan gradients
for the secondary fractionation were prepared in 5 X 20 mmultracentri-
fuge tubes (Beckman Instruments, Inc., Palo Alto, CA) and spun for
30 min at room temperature in an Airfuge microultracentrifuge (A-100
30" rotor; [Beckman Instruments, Inc.] 20 psig, 100,000 g). Layers
were 1.086 (60 /l), 1.094 (60 /4), and 1.103 (60 /I) g/cm3. In addi-
tion, there was a 20-/l cushion with a density > 1.15 g/cm3. A few
particles of blue dextran (Pharmacia LKB Biotechnology Inc., Piscata-
way, NJ) were added to the 1.086 and 1.103 stractan to allow visual
inspection of the gradients before loading the cells. 10 /4 of a 40%
RBC suspension were layered on top of the gradient to give a total
gradient volume of 210 /4. Fractions were removed with the aid of a
microtube fractionator (Beckman Instruments, Inc.) and had the follow-
ing volumes (measured from the top of the original cell layer): fraction
1 = 40 /4, fraction 2 = 60/01, fraction 3 = 60 /4, fraction 4 = remainder.
Each fraction was washed with 1 ml PBSKG, resuspended to 100 /4,
and stored overnight at 40C.

Quantitation of TJR+ cells. After the secondary centrifugation the
number of cells in each density fraction was determined with an elec-
tronic counter (CBC5; Coulter Electronics Inc.). The cells in each frac-
tion were reacted with mouse monoclonal FITC-conjugated anti-TfR
(Dako Corp., Carpenteria, CA) and a matched idiotype control antibody
(Sigma Chemical Co.). For each fraction, 40/01 of cell suspension, with
a hematocrit not > 2%, was placed in each of two 1.5-ml conical tubes.
An equal volume of a 10:1 dilution of anti-TfR in PBS/1% BSA was
added to one tube. An identical dilution of the idiotype control was
added to the second tube. The mixtures were incubated at room tempera-
ture for 30 min with occasional mixing. After incubation, the cells were
washed once in 0.5 ml of PBS/1% BSA, once in 1 ml of PBS, resus-
pended to 0.1 ml with PBS, and fixed with 0.2 ml of buffered paraform-
aldehyde (12).

The percentage of TfR+ cells in each secondary gradient fraction
was determined by flow cytometry (EPICS C; Coulter Electronics Inc.),
using gates to exclude cells that were outside the light scatter range of
RBC. The cursor was set to give a small percentage of positive cells in
the idiotype controls for each sample. This value was subtracted from
the percentage of positive cells in the corresponding anti-TfR sample
to obtain the corrected percentage of TfR+ cells.

A potential source of error is the presence of TfR+ WBCin the
secondary density fractions, which could bias the density shift data.
Since stress reticulocytes tend to be sticky and removal of WBCby
standard filtration methods could remove small but important subsets
of TfR+ cells, no attempt was made to quantitatively remove WBCin
this study. However, when the cells were labeled with FITC anti-
glycophorin A in a separate control experiment, at least 99.5% of the
analyzed cells were erythroid in all prenystatin secondary fractions.

Data analysis. The number of TfR+ cells in each secondary fraction
is equal to the total number of cells in that fraction (Ci) multiplied by
the proportion of TfR+ cells in that fraction (F1). The percentage of
total TfR+ cells in each fraction (Pi) is obtained by dividing the number
of TfR+ cells in that fraction by the total number of TfR+ cells summed
over the four secondary fractions according to the following equation:

i=100 F, C,
4

X: F. C.
(1)

n=l

To characterize the entire density distribution in a secondary gradient
with one number, the following density score (DS) was defined:

4

DS = E i Pi (2)
i=l
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Table I. The Percentage of RBCin Each Primary Fraction, the Percentage of Each Fraction which
the Total Number of TfR+ Cells which Were in Each Fraction

Were TfR+, and the Percentage of

RBC TfR+ Total TfR+

Experiment I H III I H mi I H H

1 3.9 66.3 29.9 14.9 3.1 0.6 20.6 73.0 6.4
2 2.8 59.0 38.2 29.7 4.6 0.9 21.4 69.8 8.8
3 3.9 71.5 24.5 4.3 3.2 1.4 6.0 81.7 12.2
4 1.8 62.8 35.4 6.4 3.5 1.5 4.0 77.3 18.7
5 8.0 47.5 44.0 27.5 5.7 0.5 42.7 52.5 4.3
6 4.0 22.0 74.0 25.1 21.9 1.8 14.0 67.3 18.6
7 5.2 52.4 42.4 20.7 2.4 0.4 43.0 50.2 3.3
8 21.8 58.1 20.1 32.9 2.4 1.1 81.6 15.9 2.5
9 11.5 50.5 37.9 14.5 1.3 0.2 69.5 27.4 3.2

10 7.6 49.8 42.5 30.9 2.2 0.4 65.0 30.3 4.7
11 14.1 72.5 13.4 5.9 2.9 0.8 27.3 69.1 3.5
12 18.6 70.1 11.4 7.2 2.0 0.8 47.3 49.5 3.2

Average 8.6 56.9 34.5 18.3 4.6 0.87 36.9 55.3 7.5
SD 6.5 14.1 16.8 10.8 5.6 0.50 25.6 21.4 5.9

A gradient with all the cells in fraction 1 would have a DS of 100,
whereas a gradient with all the cells in fraction 4 would have a DS of
400. The change in density during incubation was quantitated by means
of a delta density score (ADS), defined as the DS after incubation at
370C minus the DS before incubation (i.e., postnystatin).

Results

Table I shows the results of the primary RBCfractionation for
12 experiments. The three fractions averaged 8.6% (fraction I),
56.9% (fraction II), and 34.5% (fraction III) of the total number
of RBC. When the number of TfR+ cells in each fraction
was expressed as a percentage of the total number of TfR,
36.9% were in fraction I, 55.3% in fraction II, and 7.5% in
fraction m.

The three primary fractions had the expected differences in
MCHCbefore nystatin treatment (Table II). There were no
significant MCHCdifferences after treatment, demonstrating
the success of the nystatin procedure at normalizing ion content
and hemoglobin concentration. The corresponding density
scores are shown in Table m. Before treatment with nystatin,
the density scores correlated with the MCHCwith a correlation
coefficient of 0.87. After nystatin treatment, density scores were
the same for all the fractions.

Fig. 1 A shows secondary gradient density distributions for
all RBC from an experiment in which rehydrated RBCwere
incubated at three pH values: 6.8, 7.1, and 7.4. The prenystatin
samples for each primary fraction (I, II, and HI) have the ex-
pected differences in density distribution. In the corresponding
postnystatin samples, the density distribution is normalized, so
that each fraction begins the activation incubation on an equiva-
lent basis. The lower panels of Fig. 1 A depict the density
distributions of the three primary fractions after 20-min incuba-
tion at 370C at several pH values. In general, the density distri-
butions of the bulk red cell populations were stable over this
incubation, with the exception of fraction I cells at pH 6.8. This
light population of cells became more dense upon acidification,
as anticipated from previous studies (7). However, the volume

regulatory behavior of the young, TfR+ cells was distinctly
different from the whole cell population, as shown in Fig. 1 B.
For these data, the density distribution of the TfR+ cells was
computed by calculating the absolute number of TfR+ cells in
a given secondary gradient fraction and dividing by the total
number of TfR+ cells in all of the fractions of that secondary
gradient. It is noteworthy that the prenystatin density distribu-
tion of the TfR+ cells in each of the three primary fractions
(Fig. 1 B) closely approximates the distribution of the corre-
sponding bulk cell populations (Fig. 1 A), indicating that the

Table II. Intracellular Hemoglobin Concentration (gAdi) in the
Primary Density Fractions before and after Treatment
with Nystatin

Prenystatin MCHC Postnystatin MCHC

Experiment I I HI I II III

1 29.0 30.0 34.4 29.1 30.0 30.5
2 27.3 32.8 37.0 28.0 29.5 31.1
3 28.6 32.8 37.8 41.0 34.5 32.3
4 25.2 32.9 37.8 33.4 33.9 37.1
5 27.3 32.2 41.1 28.9 31.0 31.7
6 26.0 28.9 41.8 32.9 31.3 31.8
7 29.2 33.9 37.9 32.8 34.3 30.2
8 30.1 33.9 38.6 29.6 31.9 31.6
9 31.1 34.7 41.6 29.8 33.8 34.5

10 27.5 33.0 38.7 29.5 33.2 31.6
11 28.0 32.3 38.8 35.8 31.5 34.1
12 28.2 31.0 37.2 39.1 38.9 37.2

Average 28.1 32.4 38.6 32.5 32.8 32.8
SD 1.6 1.7 2.1 4.2 2.5 2.4

Ivs l II vs II I vs I I vsf II vs m I vs I
P <l0-5 <0o-7 <10-11 NS NS NS
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Table III. DS in the Primary Density Fractions before and after
Treatment with Nystatin

Prenystatin DS Postnystatin DS

Experiment I II in I II mi

1 119 140 143
2 156 210 305 149 138 144
3 163 233 293 186 144 163
4 133 202 255 142 147 144
5 121 124 130
6 142 165 131
7 187 195 236 134 140 129
8 156 190 258 130 132 134
9 162 207 279 141 142

10 186 200 249 143 134 138
11 172 216 265 146 128 149
12 201 216 274 133 142 149

Average 168 208 268 140 140 141
SD 20 13 22 18 10 10

I vs II II vs I I vs II IIVsl llvs II I vs I
P <.0005 < 10-5 < 10-7 NS NS NS

dense TfR+ cells are not a light subset of the dense cell popula-
tion. The postnystatin density distributions of TfR+ cells dem-
onstrates that the nystatin procedure successfully rehydrated the
dense TfR+ cells.

Upon incubation at 37°C for 20 min at pH 6.8, the TfR+
cells from fraction I (Fig. 1 B) exhibited a clear shift to higher
density which was quite similar to that in the bulk cell popula-
tion (Fig. 1 A), consistent with the fact that 33% of fraction I
cells in this experiment were TfR+. After incubation, TfR+
cells from fractions IH and mexhibited quite different density.
distributions from the bulk cell populations of these fractions.

A (RBC)

There was a marked density shift at pH 6.8, with the majority of
TfR+ cells moving from the lightest density level (postnystatin
samples) to the second or third density level. At pH 6.8, TfR+
cells in fractions II and HI exhibited a greater shift than those
in fraction I.

TfR+ cells from fractions II and III also differed from those
in fraction I in that they exhibited density shifts at pH 7.1 and
7.4, as illustrated in Fig. 1 B. In most experiments, there was
a distinct shift at pH 7.4 in the TfR+ cells from primary frac-
tions II and Ill, but this did not occur in TfR+ cells from
primary fraction I. The density changes which were observed
at pH 6.8 and 7.4 are summarized in Table IV.

In summary, TfR+ SSRBC(RBC from patient with homo-
zygous sickle cell disease) which were dense in vivo showed
a greater density shift upon acidification than cells of compara-
ble age which had been light in vivo. Furthermore, dense TfR+
cells (fractions H and HI), when rehydrated, became dense even
at pH 7.4, whereas less dense TfR+ cells (fraction I) remained
stable.

To test the hypothesis that KCl cotransport activity was
responsible for these shifts in density, incubations were per-
formed under conditions in which the cotransporter was inhib-
ited by C1- replacement by N03- or by addition of DIOA.
Results from a representative Cl- replacement experiment are
shown in Fig. 2, with panel A representing the distributions of
all RBCand panel B that of TfR+ cells. Fig. 2 A demonstrates
that the density shift of fraction I cells upon incubation at pH
6.8 was Cl --dependent, as expected from previous work (7,
13). For the TfR+ cells in Fig. 2 B, density shifts at pH 6.8 in
Cl- media were greater for fractions H and HI compared to
fraction I. No change in density distribution was observed in
any of the TfR+ cells in nitrate media at pH 6.8. At pH 7.4, a
slight shift in density occurred in TfR+ cells of fraction III,
which was not observed in nitrate media. Thus, the density
shifts in rehydrated TfR+ cells upon incubation at 37°C at both
pH 6.8 and 7.4 were Cl--dependent.

Next we examined the effect of DIOA on the density shifts

B (TfR+)
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Figure 1. Sickle cells were sepa-
rated into three primary density
fractions and the MCHCnormal-
ized by treatment with nystatin.
Each primary fraction was incu-
bated for 20 min at the indicated
pH and subjected to a secondary
density fractionation. (A) Second-
ary density distributions for all
cells; (B) secondary density dis-
tributions for TfR+ cells.
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Figure 2. Sickle cells were sepa-
rated into three primary density
fractions, the MCHCwas normal-
ized by treatment with nystatin,
and the cells were washed in
buffer containing either chloride
or nitrate. Each primary fraction
was incubated for 20 min at pH
6.8 or 7.4 in buffer containing ei-
ther chloride or nitrate. (A) Sec-
ondary density distributions for all
cells; (B) secondary density dis-
tributions for TfR+ cells.

of incubated SSRBC. DIOA was present at 0.1 mM, which
has been shown to produce 90% inhibition of KCl cotransport,
measured as swelling-induced, Cl --dependent K efflux ( 11).
As shown in Fig. 3 B, incubation at pH 6.8 caused a marked
density shift in TfR+ cells, especially from fractions II and Ill
(compare postnystatin to 6.8 control). In the presence of DIOA,
this acid-induced shift was substantially reduced in all fractions.
Upon incubation at pH 7.4 (Fig. 4 B), TfR+ cells from fractions

Table IV. ADSCalculated as the DSafter Incubation (at pH 6.8
or 7.4) Minus the DS in the Appropriate Postnystatin Sample

I 1n m I n m

pH= 7.4 pH= 6.8

Experiment
1 28 15 37 138 156 145
2 -18 30 56 86 139 144
3 -2 41 38 46 140 138
4 1 13 52 71 151 148
5 9 19 25 82 127 108
6 - 1 1 30 102 124 150
7 0 1 21
8 19 47 32 66 138 105
9 16 40

10 -14 35 23
11 -12 21 5 97 177 149
12 16 35 39

Average 2.4 23 33 86 144 136
SD 14 15 14 28 17 19

I vsl H Vs In I vs I Ivsl flvsl m I vs ml
P <.005 NS <.0001 <.0002 NS <.001

II and HI (though not from fraction I) also demonstrated a shift
to higher density, which was inhibited by DIOA.

Discussion

Since some of the pathways which potentially contribute to the
increased density of sickle cells are age dependent, and since
it is clear that each density fraction contains cells with a wide
range of ages, it is important to distinguish age-defined cells
for study. Young cells may be identified as either reticulocytes
or TfR+ cells. Since TfR are shed during the reticulocyte stage
of differentiation ( 14), TfR+ cells are a young subset of reticu-
locytes. Therefore, in the absence of nucleated red cells, all
TfR+ erythroid cells in the circulation are reticulocytes, but not
all reticulocytes are TfR+. Cell age can vary even within the
TfR+ population, and age-dependent differences between light
and dense TfR+ cells are possible. In the context of this study,
the observed difference in KCl cotransport activity could poten-
tially be due to younger TfR+ cells in the dense fraction. Within
a TfR+ population, cells with higher TfR are younger than cells
with lower levels. In this and a previous (4) study it was clear
that, based on fluorescent intensity, the light cells exhibit a wide
range of TfR and that the dense TfR+ cells tend to have a
lower mean TfR level than the light TfR+ cells. Therefore, by
this criterion, the dense TfR+ cells do not appear to be younger
than the light TfR+ cells. The lack of density shift for any of
the light TfR+ cells at pH 7.4, even those with the highest TfR
signal, would further support the conclusion that the observed
difference in KCl cotransport activity between light and dense
fractions is not due to younger cells in the dense fraction. This
analysis assumes that the complex process of TfR shedding
(15) is the same for light and dense TfR+ cells.

Somecells in the least dense fraction of normal RBC, when
placed into hypotonic conditions, exhibit a chloride-dependent
volume decrease due to a ouabain- and bumetanide-resistant K
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100 100- 100-
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W
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Figure 3. Sickle cells were sepa-
rated into three primary density
fractions and the MCHCnormal-
ized by treatment with nystatin.
Each primary fraction was incu-
bated for 20 min at pH 6.8 with
or without DIOA. (A) Secondary
density distributions for all cells;
(B) Secondary density distribu-
tions for TfR+ cells.

efflux (16) through the KCl cotransport pathway. A similar K
efflux is also activated in the least dense fraction at low pH
with maximum activity at pH 6.8 (16). This activity is not
confined to reticulocytes, but does appear to be lost rapidly in
young RBC (16, 17). Red cells containing HbS (SS), HbC
(CC), or both (SC) have higher levels of this transporter (18),
which appears to be dependent on substitution of a more posi-
tively charged amino acid at the /6 or ,37 position. Cells con-
taining HbC, which have only a moderate decrease in circulation
lifespan, have activity which is the same as SS cells (19). KCl
cotransport activity is inhibited when either SS2 (reversible
discocytes) or reticulocyte-enriched AA cells are deoxygenated
(20), an effect which has been attributed to increased cellular
ionized Mg " (20, 21).

Lew et al. (6) have proposed a model for the rapid dehydra-
tion of sickle reticulocytes in which an initial deoxygenation-
dependent increase in intracellular Ca"+ leads to activation of
Ca++-dependent K+ channels, efflux of K+, and intracellular
acidification. Finally, low pH activates KCl cotransport, which

A (RBC)

causes rapid dehydration. Experiments to test this hypothesis
(7) have focussed on the light reticulocyte-rich fraction of
SSRBC. In these cells it was shown that at pH 7.4, deoxygen-
ation and Ca++ are necessary to produce density increases.
The absence of a density shift under oxygenated conditions is
consistent with our findings, since oxygenated light TfR+ cells
had stable density at this pH.

Brugnara et al. (22) have recently demonstrated the impor-
tance of the Ca++-activated K+ channel for the in vivo dehydra-
tion of sickle cells. Oral administration of clotrimazole, an in-
hibitor of this pathway, resulted in red cell density distributions
shifted toward lower values. However, the effect of clotrimazole
was greater in the older (postreticulocyte) cells, with little or
no change in reticulocyte density (C. Brugnara, personal com-
munication). These data imply that older cells, which have less
capacity to pump out intracellular Ca++ than reticulocytes, are
more sensitive to transient, deoxygenation-induced Ca`+ influx.
Since these older cells have little KCl cotransport activity, the
Ca++ -activated K+ channel is most likely the major route for

B (TfR+)

Primary fraction I 11 III Primary fraction I
100 100- 100-

Before 1 60 so
Nystatin 40 40 2

1 23S4 1 23S4 1 23S4

20 min 202m,
at pH 7.4 2ziz00 0

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

100 100 100

aH74 111
40

with 20 2020I

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

100- 100- 100-

Before G- s-w

NystatfnJ ELI
j

iL
1 23S4 123S4 1 23 4

100 100 100

After 0 s |s
Nystaffn 0k0.J

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

100- 100 100-

20 min Go-m0 W-

at pH 7.4 4° 40 40i

0 0

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Figure 4. Sickle cells were separated
into three primary density fractions
and the MCHCnormalized by treat-
ment with nystatin. Each primary
fraction was incubated for 20 min at
pH 7.4 with or without DIOA. (A)
Secondary density distributions for all
cells; (B) secondary density distribu-
tions for TfR+ cells.
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K efflux. In contrast, sickle reticulocytes have higher Ca "

pump and KCl cotransport activities, and dehydration is more
likely to be mediated by the KCl cotransport pathway.

The approach taken in our density shift experiments is fun-
damentally different than most previous studies. Rather than
selecting a light population, which is enriched in reticulocytes
but nevertheless heterogeneous, these studies examined an en-
tire cohort of young TfR+ cells, including cells which became
dense in vivo. If only light TfR+ cells had been selected for
study, then about two-thirds of the TfR+ cells would have been
eliminated, and differences in KCl cotransport among TfR+
cells in the three primary density fractions would have escaped
notice.

Wehave shown that, when hydration is normalized, there
is greater KCl cotransport activity in TfR+ cells which became
dense in vivo when compared to TfR+ cells which were light
in vivo. This implies that the cells destined to dehydrate the most
quickly are more sensitive to a given degree of acidification of
the cell interior, whether due to low extracellular pH or to
transport-related H+ shifts. Even at physiological pH, there is
residual KCl cotransport activity in the rehydrated TfR+ cells
from fractions II and HI, whereas none was detected in TfR+
cells from fraction I. It may be that TfR+ dense cells represent a
subset with extremely deranged cation transport, which become
dense very quickly in vivo under mild activation conditions.
The finding that the light TfR+ cells are quite stable at pH 7.4
during a short incubation would indicate that fraction I does not
contain a significant number of TfR+ cells with KCl cotransport
behavior such as seen in the denser TfR+ cells.

In these experiments, changes in the density distribution of
TfR+ cells were determined after KCl cotransport was either
stimulated or inhibited. This indirect methodology was neces-
sary since the cells of interest are a small fraction of the total
cells, especially in the denser fractions. The results show clear
differences in the response of light and dense TfR+ cells to
these conditions. These responses were blocked under experi-
mental conditions which inhibit KCl cotransport, and the most
straightforward interpretation is that the activity or regulation
of this transporter differs in light and dense TfR+ cells. How-
ever, these experiments cannot eliminate the possibility that the
activity of this pathway is the same in the three density fractions,
with the variability in density shift due to differences in a com-
pensating pathway, such as Na+/H+ exchange.

The activity of KCl cotransport has been shown to depend
on the intracellular concentration of Mg++ (21). For sickle
cells at pH 6.8, either removal or elevation of Mgwith A23187
resulted in decreased activity of the transporter (21). At pH 7.4,
low Mg increased activity, whereas elevated Mgwas inhibitory
(21). Normal density sickle discocytes have essentially normal
Mg content, whereas dense SS cells (P > 1.118) have - 20%
less (23). However, due to the decreased amount of 2,3-DPG
present in dense cells, the concentration of free (ionized) Mg++
was found to be higher than in discocytes (23). In our studies,
when the dense cells are rehydrated, the Mg concentration
would be expected to decrease. However, the concentrations of
Mg buffers, primarily ATP and 2,3-DPG, decrease proportion-
ately, and it can be shown using published equations for Mg
binding equilibria (24) that under these conditions, Mg++ levels
stay the same or increase slightly. Therefore, it appears unlikely
that the Mg++ concentration in the rehydrated heavy cells would
change sufficiently to cause the observed increased KCl cotrans-
port activity. Nevertheless, regulation of KCl cotransport by
Mg"+ is complex, and Mg"+ levels have not been measured

for TfR+ cells. Therefore, it is possible that differences in the
Mg++ concentration among the rehydrated TfR+ cell fractions
could contribute toward the observed differences in KCl co-
transport activity.

These data, together with information from previous studies,
are consistent with the presence of multiple populations of sickle
cells with different rates of dehydration. Onepopulation consists
of those cells which become dense either before or very soon
after leaving the marrow, while still TfR+. Whena blood sam-
ple is taken, all or most of these cells are in the denser fractions.
They have low HbF (4) and are K+ depleted (4). When rehy-
drated, they quickly lose K+ through KCl cotransport even
when oxygenated and at physiological pH (this study), with the
loss accelerated in low pH environments. Another population
consists of young cells which are present in the light fraction but
have the capacity to become dense quickly through activation of
KCl cotransport by exposure to low osmolality or pH. Some of
these cells may have become dense in vivo and therefore be
present in the denser fractions, and it should be noted that in the
present study not all of the rehydrated TfR+ cells in fractions II
and mbecame dense when incubated at pH 7.4. It is clear,
however, that not all sickle RBC become dense while very
young. Our recent finding that dense TfR+ cells contain virtu-
ally no HbF, while non-TfR+ dense cells contain from 30 to
90% of the level in all unfractionated cells (4), suggests that
substantial numbers of dense cells became dehydrated after the
TfR+ stage. The reticulocyte labeling studies of Bertles and
Milner (25) also support the concept of more gradual dehydra-
tion in a substantial number of sickle cells. Recent in vivo
studies using the inhibitor clotrimazole (22) highlight the im-
portance of Ca'+-dependent K+ channels in the dehydration
of the bulk sickle cell population (see above). A gradual in-
crease in density may also occur in some cells via deoxygen-
ation-induced K efflux and Na influx with unbalanced Na pump
compensation (26).

In summary, it appears that the rate of sickle cell dehydra-
tion varies from extremely fast (TfR+ cells are present in the
dense fractions), to fast (radiolabeled reticulocytes become
dense over several days), to much slower (HbF-containing cells
are enriched in the circulation). It will be important to ascertain
the prevalence of cells in each category and the effect on this
distribution of clinical treatments, such as HbF-augmenting
therapy or transfusion.
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